HOW TO TRANSFORM
YOUR NEXT EVENT
INTO A THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP PLATFORM
A CASE STUDY FOR EVENTS & MEETINGS PROFESSIONALS

Industry: Commercial Real Estate
Client: Cassidy Turley
Event: The State of Real Estate 2013

BACKGROUND:
Cassidy Turley is a leading commercial real estate services provider with more than 3,700
professionals in more than 60 offices nationwide. The company represents a wide range of clients—
from small businesses to Fortune 500 companies, from local non-profits to major institutions.

Traditionally, Cassidy Turley run a market review event that covers what happens in the prior year
and then provides a forecast of the coming year. From feedback from their attendees they realized
that they had to make a change. Their clientele were smart, informed and didn’t need to be told what
they already knew. San Francisco is a major technology hub and the forces impacting their business
were more than just market economics, but also shifts in technology. What they really wanted was
a fresh perspective that could provoke them to question their current business practices and inspire
new ways of thinking.

THE CHALLENGE:
Provide highly relevant and provocative
thought leadership material to turn an annual
client briefing into a catalyst for industry wide
discussion and debate.
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THE SOLUTION:
Mike Walsh, best-selling author and future trends expert, was engaged as the keynote speaker for
the 2013 annual forecast event. After a series of research calls with the client, he prepared a highly
tailored presentation that engaged the core challenges of the sector. He addressed the issue of
the future of the commercial real estate sector by exploring the changing patterns of work and the
factors that were likely to drive the behaviour of tomorrow’s top talent.

“The future of the office is not a building; it is an ecosystem,” said Walsh at The State of Real
Estate 2013. “The successful global companies of the 21st century will no longer manifest their
operations as a central office with much smaller, less powerful satellites scattered about. Instead,
the headquarters will be another node on the network of global operations”.

Drawing on firsthand stories and global market research,
Walsh’s presentation uncovered why the future of the
workplace requires more than well-designed office
spaces and how technology and enterprise mobility will
change the way teams collaborate.

Rather than just explore trends or statistics, Walsh provided attendees with a framework of
questions and next actions that they could take home after the event to start re-framing their
current thinking. He also assisted the team at Cassidy Turley with a number of media interviews
that helped position The State of Real Estate 2013 as a key focal point for debate on the future of
the industry. The resulting profile piece in the SF Registry, “Tech Companies Grow Node by Node;
Campus May Be Thing of Past” became a trending article following the event.

THE RESULT:
Real estate professionals left with the knowledge and motivation they needed to re-imagine
commercial real estate for the 21st century, solidifying Cassidy Turley’s positioning as an industry
thought leader.
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TESTIMONIALS:
“Excellent—a departure from the typical keynote at a Real Estate
forecast. Subject matter is very relevant to the Bay Area.”
– Jamie Dalessandro, Partner, Cassidy Turley

“I thought the session was spot on for what I am dealing with today. In
my position, I am working with established tech giants like Yahoo! and
startups in defining their workplace strategy. How will people work today
and tomorrow?”
– Jason Schlutt, SVP of Project and Development Services, Cassidy Turley

“Our page views on our website today are the highest we’ve ever had
in a single day—approaching 100,000. Normally, it’s 500,000 a month.
Everyone is reading the Walsh/Cassidy Turley story.”
– Sharon Simonson, The Registry

Mike Walsh is an experienced futurist and engaging speaker that can
help transform your next event into a thought leadership platform for your
company and industry. We look forward to discussing your next event and
how Mike can tailor themes and research for your specific audience.
CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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Mike Walsh brings the future to life for business
leaders and their audiences. As the best-selling
author of FUTURETAINMENT and founder and CEO
of Tomorrow, he uncovers emerging technologies
and shifts in human behavior to help clients develop pragmatic
plans for business transformation.

Mike’s clients have included Fujifilm, Merck Pharmaceutical, BBC
Worldwide, Bentley Motors and HSBC. His views have appeared
in Business Week, Fortune and Wallpaper Magazine, and he has
been profiled on CNN, Management TV, the ABC and the BBC.
Visit www.mike-walsh.com to learn more.

CONNECT WITH MIKE

